
Quick, Easy & 
Economical
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Key Features
◦ Calibrated specifically for cats, dogs & horses
◦ Biosensor auto code technology 
◦ Accurate Results
◦ Easy to use blood glucose monitor
◦ Vets can train owners how to home test 
◦ Monitor cat, dog & horse diabetes ◦ Monitor cat, dog & horse diabetes 
◦ Small sample (1.5µl) of whole blood is required 
◦ Confirmaon window to show sufficient blood volume 
◦ Large LCD screen 
◦ Accurate results displayed within 8 seconds 
◦ Readable range 1.1 – 33.3 mmol/L
◦ 300 result automac memory 
◦ Adjustable alert range alarms◦ Adjustable alert range alarms
◦ mmol/L or mg/dL
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W hy use the g-Pet veterinary glucose monitor 
rather than a human glucose meter?

Human glucometers are not always accurate when measuring glucose levels in animals. 
This is because red blood cell size and the distribuon of glucose within the blood differs 
from species to species. A proporon of glucose is contained within the red blood cells 
and the remainder in the surrounding plasma. Humans have a higher haematocrit 
compared to cats, dogs and horses, as well as larger red blood cells. Therefore, the 
distribuon of glucose within plasma is proporonally much lower in humans compared 
to these animals, as a larger poron of glucose is contained within the red blood cells. to these animals, as a larger poron of glucose is contained within the red blood cells. 
Subsequently, these differences in glucose distribuon have a bearing on the glucose 
result when tesng animals with a meter designed for human use, as false decreases 
are reported in some instances.

                  Species Specific Calibration

The g-Pet veterinary glucose monitor is calibrated specifically for use in cats, dogs and 
horses. Each g-Pet meter and each pack of g-Pet strips are supplied with three species 
chips (cat, dog and horse) which are individually inserted into the g-Pet meter prior to chips (cat, dog and horse) which are individually inserted into the g-Pet meter prior to 
tesng. The chips contain all relevant calibraon informaon to ensure an accurate 
result is reported for each species. Vets no longer need to persist with inaccurate human 
meters as there is now a low cost, veterinary specific alternave.

Tesng Made Easy
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Kit Includes
Meter
10 Test Strips
Control
User Guide
Log Book
Carry CaseCarry Case
Lancing device and 10 Lancets
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